I have communicated with ACSH as planned and they are receptive to getting information in advance of the IARC meeting. (We do not control their decision to respond - but they likely will do so if the issue gets media attention).

I have reached agreements with Bill Banner and Michael Greenberg to review the material, and have drastically re-organized the bibliography and organized and supplemented the IARC literature set as well as providing a walk-through of the documents to focus their review and increase efficiency given short time frame and limited budget.

I share this in case it is helpful to others (I am happy to provide the re-organized files via my public space if anyone wants them).

Dan

Thanks Jen,
I gave an heads-up to the regional RA leads on Ty’s team and would like to share this same overview with them. This version ok?
Erik
All,

I’ve placed the IARC project plan on my public folder so that we can each update/revise as needed. I believe you’ll need to drag this shortcut to your desktop to launch.

Thanks,

Jen

<< File: IARC Plan.docx - Shortcut.Ink >>

-----Original Appointment-----

Lots of IARC activity in progress and sorry for another meeting - I’d like to bring this group together to map out our outreach plan with academia and other external sources, as well as IARC participants for the upcoming IARC meeting/decision.
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